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Abstract 
A locally compact monotonically normal space having no compacfification which is monotoni- 
cally normal is given as well as a consistent example of a compact Kl-space which is not Ko. 
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A space X is monotonically normal [1] provided it is Tl and there exists for each 
point x E X and neighborhood U of z an open neighborhood H(x, U) of x such that: 
(1) I fH(x ,U)  NH(y ,V)~0thenxEVoryCU;  
(2) For U C V, H(x, U) C H(x, V). 
All monotonically normal spaces are K1 and all acyclically monotonically normal 
spaces are K0. The known cyclic monotonically normal space is not K0 but it has no 
compactification which is monotonically normal [5]. All continuous images of compact 
linearly ordered spaces are acyclically monotonically normal. The motivation for this 
paper is three unsolved problems involving monotone normality and compactness: 
(1) (J. Nikiel) Is there a compact monotonically normal space which is not the con- 
tinuous image of a compact linearly ordered space? 
(2) (A. Arhangel'skii) Is there a compact monotonically normal space which is not 
acyclically monotonically normal? 
(3) (A. Arhangel'skii) Is there a compact K1 space which is not K0? 
See [2] for definitions, discussion, and references for these problems. 
We present here two examples. The first is a locally compact, monotonically normal 
space no compactification f which is monotonically normal (which answers a question 
of S. Purisch). The second is a consistency example of a compact Kl-space that is not 
/to (thus partially answering (3)). This space depends on the existence of a certain type 
of Souslin tree and is only possible in certain models of ZFC (for instance, models of (~). 
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Example 1. A locally compact monotonically normal space X the one-point compacti- 
fication of which is not monotonically normal. 
The space X = wl x (w + 1) topologized as detailed later. For a E fad1, let S,~ = 
{@} x (w -t- 1). 
For ~ E wl we inductively define U,~ C U~ S~ as follows. Define U0 = So and 
U~ = U~USa if a =/3+ 1. If a is a limit, choose a sequence -1  = s0 < al < a2 < • • • 
cofinal with a and define 
JEw 
Now, for-1 <~3,<~<wl andiEw, let 
= e G </3 ,  n > i} .  
As a basis for the topology of X we take the set of all singletons from wl x w together 
with {U-ri(a ) [ -1  ~< 7 < a < o;1 and i c w}. 
To verify that this forms a topology suppose that o~ is minimal for there to be 3' < 
/3 ~< a < wi and i E w such that (/3,w) c U7i(a) but U~k(/3) ~ UTi(a) for any 6 and k. 
Trivially/3 ~ 0 and a ~/3. I fa  = r+ l  for some'r then, {/3,w} ~ UTi(; ) c U.~(a) and 
T < a implies there are 6 and k such that U6a(/3) c U7~(c¢). Thus c~ is a limit ordinal 
and there exists j E w such that a j  </3 ~< crj+~. Let cr = max(a j ,7)  and h = max(/, j ) .  
Then (fl, w I ~ U~h(a3+~) and, again by the minimality of a, there are ~ and k such that 
e uM ) c c 
This contradiction completes the proof that we have a topology on X. It is T~ trivially. 
And {UTi(c~) I -1  < -), < c~, i e w} is a countable local base for (c~,w}. 
Proof that X is locally compact. We show that every U.y~(c~) is compact. Otherwise 
there is a least c~ such that U.~(a) is not compact for some "7 < a and i E w. Observe 
that S~ is compact. So c~ ~ 0. If c~ ¢ f l  + 1, UTi(c~ ) c U7i(/3 ) U S~ both of which are 
compact. So c~ is a limit ordinal. If B is an open cover of UTi(c~ ) by basic open sets, 
then {c~,w) E t3 for some B E B and hence U~jj(c~) C B for some j > i. Then 
By the minimality of c~, this is the union of finitely many compact sets and thus U-ri(c~ ) 
is compact which is a contradiction. [] 
Proof that X is monotonically normal. Assume x E X and U is open in X and 
contains x. Define H(x, U) = {x} if x E (Wl x w). If x = (a, w) and c~ =/3  + 1, then 
define H(x, U) = U~i(~) where i is minimal for U~i(a) c U. (Note that U~(a)  C S~, 
in this case.) If x = {c~,w} for some limit ordinal c~, then define H(x, U) = U~d(c~ ) 
where i is minimal for Uad(~ ) C U. We claim that H is a monotone normality operator 
for X.  It is clear that H satisfies condition (2). To see that H(x, U) n H(9, V) ~ 0 
implies x E V or y E U we need only check for x = (c~, a;) and y = (/3, w} for limit 
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ordinals a and/3. Say a < /3. If  x ¢2 H(y, V) C U~i C V for some i, then c~ ~< /3i 
and H(x ,U)  C (fli + 1)(w + 1) while H(y ,V)  C ((a + 1) - (fl + 1))(co + 1). Thus 
H(x ,U)  M H(u ,V)  = ~. Similarly, if fl < a, y E U. [] 
Let Y = X U {p} be the one-point compactification of X.  
Proof that Y is not monotonically normal. Suppose that K were a monotone normality 
operator for Y. 
For each a E cot, let As = {(/3, co} E X I /3 ~< a}. Clearly As is a compact subset 
of X and As c A~ for a </3. Thus, by monotonicity of K ,  
K(p ,Y -  Ap) c K (p ,Y -  As) fo ra<13.  
For j E w, observe that J3 = {(6,J) I ~ E wl} is closed in X (and discrete since 
Jj is open). The only possible limit for J j  would be an (a, co} for some a E col. Since 
{(a, i )  I i > j} is an open set containing (a, co) and missing J j ,  a must be a limit 
ordinal. But in this case Usj j  misses J j .  Let Fj = {7 E col [ 3c~ E Wl such that 
(7, J)  ~ K(p ,Y  - As)}. Then: 
Fj isfinite. Otherwise, there is a countably infinite A C Fj and for each 5 E A, an a6 
with (6, j) ~ K(p, Y - As,) .  There is/3 > c~6 for all 5 E ,4 and, since K(p, Y - A;~) c 
K (p ,Y  - As~) for all 5 E ,4, we have (~,j) ~ K(p ,Y  - A~) for all 5 E A. However, 
{(5,J) I 5 E ,4} is an infinite, closed, discrete subset of X and thus p is in its closure 
in Y. This contradicts K(p, Y - A~) being an open neighborhood of p in Y. 
Since Fj is finite for each j,  there is a E wl such that a > sup Uje,~ Fj and hence, 
(a, j )  E K (p ,Y  - As)  for all j E co. Since K((a,  co),X) is an open neighborhood 
of (a, co}, it contains (a, j)  for some j E co. Now p ¢ X and (a, co) ~ Y - Aa, but 
( ~, j)  E K (p , Y - As)  A K ( ( a, co}, X)  which contradicts K being a monotone normality 
operator. [] 
Proof that no compactification of X is monotonically normal. Let 7X  be any com- 
pactification of X. Since X is locally compact, 7X  - X is closed in 7X.  Thus the 
quotient map that collapses 7X  - X to a point is a closed map onto the one-point com- 
pacfification of X. Since monotone normality is preserved by closed maps [3], 7X  is 
not monotonically normal. [] 
Example 2. A compact K1 space X which is not Ko. 
We define K0 and K1 when we use them. First we construct our space. 
We say that z <~ g in 3 <~°1 if y extends z. 
By induction, for all a < wl we define Ts c 3 s and choose a countable Ss c Ts 
such that: 
1) To -- 3 0 which has a single term r, the "root" of the tree we build. 
2) Vc~ > 0, Ts = { f  E 3 s IV/3 < a, f l f l  E S~} and Ss = Ts for nonlimit c~. 
3) For limit a and f E S~ for/3 < a, there is 9 E Ss extending f .  
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Let T = Ua<,o, Ta and S = Ua<,o~ Sa. We assume that we constructed the tree so 
that 
4) Vx E S, x has all three of its immediate successors in S, which are denoted by 
x0, Xl, and x2. 
5) S is a Souslin tree, i.e., there are no uncountable antichains in (S, ~}. 
Such a tree can be constructed, for instance, by using O. 
If c~ is a limit in wl, let Y~ = S,~ and then let Y = U{Y~ I c~ is a limit}. Let Y '  be 
a disjoint copy of Y and for 1/ E Y let 1/' be the copy of y in Y'. Let X = T t5 Y '  
and, if x E X,  let • = x if x E T and let • = y if x = y' E Y'. If c~ < COl, let 
Y" = {v' 11/• 
For i < 3 we calculate i - 1 and i + 1 modulo 3. For t E 3 ~ and i < 3, t~ is the term 
of 3 ~+1 extending t with t(c~) = i. 
For z E S with z < 1/E Y define 
B~y= {tE T Iz  < t <~y}U{xEX I 
and 
3t E T and / < 3 such that "1 
S z<t<t i<1/andt~+l  ~< 
.y  {w'E  I z<w<1/}U xEX 3tETand i<3suchthat  
z<t<t i<! /andt i _ l  <. ~ " 
Let l3={{x} l  xE  (S -Y )}  and, fo rzES ,  le tBz={xEX I z<~}.  
Topologize X by using BU{B~ I z E S}U{B~y I z < y E Y}U{B~y'  I z < y E Y} 
as a basis. 
Proof that X is compact. Suppose U is an open cover of X and no finite subset of U 
covers X.  Then z0 = r E Z = {z E S I no finite subset of U covers Bz}. By induction, 
we show that for 0 < c~ < wl we can choose z~ E S~ N Z in such a way that/3 < a 
implies z~ < z~. There can be no uncountable chain {z~ ] c~ < aq } in the Souslin tree S 
so we then have a contradiction; thus proving that X is compact. 
Suppose the chain {z~ [/3 < c~} C Z has been defined for some c~ < Wl. If c~ =/3+ 1, 
there is i < 3 with (z~)~ E Z; define z~ --= (z~)i, If c~ is a limit there is a unique y E T~ 
which extends z~ for all/3 < c~. If y ~ S there is a basic neighborhood Bz for y contained 
in a single member of U. But z < 71 so z ~< z~ for some/3 < ct contradicting z~ E Z. 
If 1/E S there is z < y such that Bzy and B~1/' are each contained in a member of U. 
Since z ~< z~ for some/3 < cz and Bz = B v UBzy UBz1/', 1/E Z; define z~ = Y- [] 
Proof that X is K1. Suppose Z is a subspace of X.  Then there is a function k : (topology 
Z) --~ (topology X)  such that: 
(1) k(U) n Z = U for all open U in Z, and 
(2) U f) V -- 0 implies k(U) f? k(V) = O. 
We must define k satisfying (1) and (2). 
Let W= {w E S [ B~, fqZ= 0butBvNZ ~0foranyv  < w}.Since Wisan  
antichain in S, W is countable and there is a nonlimit c~ E col with W C U~<~ S~. 
since Y* = U;~<~ Y/~ is countable, for each y E Y* we can choose f (y)  E S with 
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f (y)  < y by induction such that x and y are unordered in Y* and t is maximal for t < x 
and t < y to imply either t < f (y)  or t < f(x).  If y E Y - Y* choose f (y) < y with 
f (y)  E T~. (Since c~ is not a limit, y ~ T~.) 
Suppose U is open in Z and y E U. 
(a) If y E (S -  Y) let Yu = {Y}. 
(b) If y E (T -  S), since U is open in Z, there is some z < y with (B~ M Z) C U; 
let Yu = Bz. 
(c) If y E Y U Y'  there is similarly some z < ~ with (Bzy M Z) C U and z > f(~); 
let Yu = B~y. 
Define k(U) = U{yu I y E U}. Certainly k(U)NZ = U so we only need to check (2). 
Suppose U and V are disjoint open sets in Z and k(U) N k(V) 7~ O. Then there are 
y E U and x E V with Yu N xy 7 ~ (~. Clearly neither y nor x is in S - Y so there 
a rez  <yandw <Zsuchthatyv  = B~yi fy  E YUY~ orBz  i fy  E (T -S )  and 
xv = B~x if x E Y U y t  or Bw if x E (T -  S). Since U and V are disjoint y ~ xv  
and x ~ yu. There is a maximal t E S with t ~< ~ and t ~< y. 
Case 1. t = • ~ ft. We do not have one of x and y in Y and the other in Y '  for in this 
case Brx N Bry = 0. Thus g < y so • E S. Since x ~ Yu, and either y E (T -  S) or 
both x and y are in Y or both are in yr, we must have • ~< z. But then Bwx intersects 
neither Bz nor Bzy. Similarly we cannot have t = ~, so we must have: 
Case 2. t < • and t < ~. Say ti ~< • and ti+l ~< ~. If t <. w, x ~ Yu implies 
xv n Yu = ~; similarly t ~ z is impossible. So w < t and z < t. If x belongs to T - S 
or Y, y E xv  which is impossible. Similarly y in T - S or Y~ is impossible. So x E Y~ 
and y E Y. Then (BzyMB~vx) D ({ti-1} U Bt~_~). 
Since (Bzy n Z) C U and (B,~x N Z) C V and U O V = ~, Z n Bt,_, = ~ and 
t i - i  E W N T~ for some/3 < c~. Since f(~) < w < t, N E Y*. Similarly f (y)  < t and, 
since y E Y, y E Y*. Since • and y are unordered either t < f (~) or t < f(y). But this 
contradicts our choice of f .  
Proof  that X is not K0. There is a closed subspace Z of X such that, if k : (topology Z) 
--+ (topology X) then one of the following fails: 
(1) k(U) n g = U. 
(2) k(u n v)  = k(u) n k(v). 
(3) k(0) = 0. 
Let Z = X - (S - Y) and suppose k : (topology Z) ~ (topology X) satisfies (1), (2), 
and (3). Note that (2) implies: 
(4) If U C V then k(U) c k(V). 
For p < x in S and i < 3 define 
~u E S and j < 3 such that } 
Upx~= {uc  S lp< u<~ x~}U{tE  X p< u<~ x, uj <~ x~, anduj+L ~<~ 
and define Uxi = Urxi U {t E X [ xi < 7}. These sets are open in X. 
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We achieve a contradiction via several small lemmas. 
Lemma (a). There is p E S such that for all x > p in S and i < 3, Up~ C k(Uzi fq Z). 
Proof. For i < 3 and a < col, let 
{  ,   forsome  owi  ) 
Iic~ = xi P < x < xi and Upzi ~ k(Uxi N Z) " 
For n < co choose an < co! such that a0 = 0, C~n < a~+l, and for all i < 3 there is a 
maximal antichain from Ii,~, contained in U~<~ s~. Let a = sup{an [ n E co}. 
d n~-i If q E S,~, then q has the desire property for p. Otherwise there are y > q in S and 
i < 3 with Uqvi ~2 k(Uu~ N Z). Since q E Z there is z < q with B~q C k(Brq M Z) 
and z E T. r for some "/ < an for some n. If w is the term of S~.~ preceding q, then 
y > w. So by the maximality of the antichain from Ii~,,, there are xi E S~ A I i~  for 
some ~ < a,~+l with xi < yi and a p E S~ for some fl >/ an with p < x < xi and 
Up~i ~- k(U~i n Z). We have 
z<w~p<x<xi<q<y<yi .  
But 
Upxi C Bzq C Brq C Uxi, 
so we have a contradiction to (4) since B~q C k(B~q n Z). [] 
We keep p satisfying (a) fixed for the rest of the proof. 
Lemma (b). If p < t E S and j < 3, then Uvt j C k(U~tj n Z). 
Proof. To see this simply observe that if x = tj, then ~i<3 Up~i -- Uptj and N/<3 U:ei = 
Urtj. Thus from (a) and property (2) we get (b). [] 
Lemma (c). Pn holds for all r~ E co. 
Proof. If nEw,  p<xES,  and i<3,1et  
( x~<.vandn is thenumbero f termsofS}  
Vnzi= yES betweenxandv  
Let Pn be the statement V,~,~i c k(Ur,~i M Z) for all x and i. 
We prove the Pn's by induction. 
Po holds since V0xi --- {x~} and xi E Upxi C k(Ur~i f') Z )  by (b). 
Suppose P,~ holds and v E V(n+l)xi for some x and i. Since Pn holds v E Vnxd C 
k(U~ d M Z) where (xi)j ~< v. Observe that by the definition of U~,dj_l  ), v E 
Up~,U_1 ) C k(U~,(j_ l)nZ) by (b). Thus by property (2), v E k(UvxdfqUr~(j_~)AZ ) = 
k(Up~i f~ Z) C k(U~i M Z). Thus P,~+I holds and we have proved (c). [] 
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An immediate consequence of (c) is: 
Lemma (d). There is x E S and i c 3 such that 
V = U{V,,~ I ~ ~ w} C k(U~ n Z). 
To complete the proof that k fails to have the assumed properties, choose y > x~ such 
that y ~ Y.~+~ if x E T- r. By property (1) there is z E V with xi < z < y such that 
Bzy C k (B~ynZ) .  Choose v c V with z < v < y; then v E Bzy C k(B~:iyNZ ). We 
have B~,y M U~ = 0 so k(B~y n U~ n Z) = 0 by property (3). But v E k(Ur~i n Z) 
by (d) and v E k(Bx,y fq Z). Hence k(Urxi M Z) N k(Bz~y Cl Z) --/: q) contradicting 
property (2). [] 
Comment.  This space is not monotonically normal. 
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